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The war becomes bloody between Armenia and Azerbaijan 

Rome, 13.10.2020 [ENA]

The dispute  between Armenia and Azerbaijan concerning Nagorno-Karabakh which has been going on
since the 1990s, and which periodically rekindles itself ,has been transformed in a war in just one week. 
From the fight in the trenches to the launch of long-range missiles things seem to be getting worse and the
announcement of the bombing by separatists of the second city of Azerbaijan complicates the situation 

even further if possible. Ganja, an ancient Turkish fortress that the Azeris call the Shield of Asia, was hit in
response to the Azerbaijani attack on the capital of the self-proclaimed Republic of Artsakh, Stepanakert.
Streets and houses destroyed, the curfew sirens that sound every evening and the Nagorno-Karabak that
every passing day is turning into a powder keg. Many inhabitants are starting a new exodus before it's too
late.

On October 12, heads of diplomatic corps, ambassadors, military attaches, and heads of representations of
international organizations in Azerbaijan arrived in the city of Ganja.

AZERTAC's correspondent, dispatched to the frontline, reports that the diplomats are accompanied by
Assistant to the President of Azerbaijan, Head of Foreign Policy Affairs Department of the Presidential
Administration Hikmat Hajiyev, Assistant to the First Vice-President Elchin Amirbayov and others.
 
The visit aims to acquaint the diplomats with the Armenian atrocities - crime scenes of Armenia's reckless
missile attacks against innocent civilians and energy infrastructure.
 

The foreign diplomats were informed that the aggressor Armenian armed forces continue to subject to
heavy artillery fire Azerbaijani civilians, violating the norms and principles of international law, the 1949
Geneva Conventions and their Additional Protocols, as well as the agreement on humanitarian ceasefire
which was signed on their persistent requests following the meeting in Moscow. It was noted that on
October 11, 2020, at around 2 am midnight, the Armenian troops fired rockets on Ganja, the second largest
city of Azerbaijan that is far beyond the battlefield, in rude violation of humanitarian ceasefire a result of
which 9 civilians killed, 34 people including 6 kids and 16 women were injured.
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The attacks on densely populated areas with “Tochka-U”, “Smerch”, “Scud” and other missiles is aimed at
killing a large number of people. The missile attack to Ganja, the city located far from the line of contact,
was launched from Vardenis region of Armenia.
 
The diplomats were also informed that these actions by Armenia contradict the agreement on humanitarian
ceasefire reached in Moscow. Although Azerbaijan complied with the humanitarian truce, Armenia has
committed acts of vandalism against the civilian population. It was emphasized that international
organizations must exert political pressure on Armenia, which commits war crimes and targets civilians.

Bericht online lesen:
https://www.en-a.de/politik/the_war_becomes_bloody_between_armenia_and_azerbaijan_-79459/
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